
The Top 5 Myths 
About Financial Instant Issuance



FINANCIAL INSTANT ISSUANCE

HAS BECOME A STAPLE OF 
MODERN BANKING.

–OR THE ABILITY TO ISSUE PERSONALIZED DEBIT 
AND CREDIT CARDS ON-DEMAND, IN BRANCH–



Yet assumptions about its affordability, efficiency and 
security continue to impede implementation for many 
banks and credit unions. This eBook debunks the five 
most common myths surrounding Financial Instant 
Issuance and offers financial institutions a summary 
of some of its lesser-known benefits.

Propelled by the adoption of EMV 
payment card standards, as well as 
numerous breaches at major U.S. 
retailers over the past few years, 
the Financial Instant Issuance 
market is expected to hit critical 
mass sometime in 2018. 

We project that the number of branches in North 
America offering Financial Instant Issuance will surpass 
the number of branches that don’t by the end of 2019. 
Banks and credit unions that haven’t yet deployed 
it are probably already at a competitive 
disadvantage—or will be soon. 

As the landscape continues to change at a rapid pace, 
managers of financial institutions must make real-time 
decisions that balance any investments with branch 
profitability. We have created this eBook to help inform 
those decisions, refute the most common myths held 
by managers of financial institutions about Financial 
Instant Issuance, and provide insights about its ROI, 
reliability and security. 



Financial Instant Issuance 
is too expensive. 

MYTH #1:



Increases ROI. 
Financial Instant Issuance drives revenue by 
increasing each card’s average transactions per day, 
which ultimately results in more interchange revenue 
per card. In-branch card issuance dramatically 
reduces the costs associated with replacing cards 
in lost, stolen, or compromised card situations by 
reducing pull order fees, call center inquiries and 
rush delivery charges. Depending upon the number 
of cards issued per year, the increased revenue 
combined with the cost savings of Financial Instant 
Issuance often ends up being less expensive than 
central issuance.

Accelerates the “shift.” 
Cards issued and mailed from a central issuance 
location can take up to a week and a half to reach 
the cardholder. The result is that financial 
institutions miss out on multiple days’ worth of 
interchange revenue. Referred to as a “shift” in 
the timeline to the first transaction, gaining that 
additional week of purchases turns out to be a 
fairly significant figure, particularly as the number 
of issued cards increases.

Lifts activation rates. 
A significant percentage of all cards issued by 
central issuance are never activated. That 
represents a waste of time, money and effort, 
because inactivated cards earn no revenue—even 
though the bank or credit union pays a fee to the 
central issuance bureau for their production. 
When a card is instantly issued in the branch, it 
is activated immediately and placed directly into 
the hand of the cardholder, naturally lifting the 
activation rate to 100%.  

Reduces pull orders. 
Since waiting days for a replacement card is 
simply impossible for many customers, financial 
institutions often request a rush or “pull” order 
from the central issuance bureau to issue and 
deliver cards in 3 days or less. Pull orders come 
with hefty fees that are passed onto the bank or 
credit union and ultimately to the cardholders. 
A significant number of pull orders—especially 
when data breaches occur—can result in a 
branch spending in pull fees the same amount 
of money they would have invested toward the 
implementation of an Instant Issuance solution.

TRUTH: Financial Instant Issuance implementation comes with an initial investment in hard-
ware and software that central issuance does not require. However, it actually generates 
revenue for financial institutions in four significant ways:



Financial Instant Issuance does 
not improve branch business. 

MYTH #2:



TRUTH: Financial institutions that have implemented on-site card issuance have found it to 
be a powerful antidote to decreases in branch foot traffic and that it contributes to branch 
business growth in four key areas: 

Improves customer satisfaction. 
When a customer’s card is lost, stolen or 
compromised, they need their bank or credit 
union to respond with swift assurance. Instantly 
issuing them a secure, permanent replacement 
card, within minutes of stepping into the branch—
truly eases a burden, providing a significant value 
that they are likely to recall for some time. 

Gets more cards into 
customer hands faster.  
Without Financial Instant Issuance, new account 
holders are sent home with temporary, non-
personalized debit cards and “starter” checks while 
they wait up to a week or more for their permanent 
card to arrive from a central issuance bureau. 
Production of this temporary card represents an 
unnecessary, additional expense to the branch. 
With Financial Instant Issuance, new customers walk 
out of the branch with a permanent, personalized 
card—giving that card a better chance of taking 
the “top of wallet” spot and staying there. 

Drives branch traffic. 
While most advances in banking technology over 
the last 30 years have driven customers out of 
the branch (ATMs, online banking, debit cards), 
Financial Instant Issuance brings them back in. 
This is a welcome change for branch managers 
committed to growing their branches through 
increased customer engagement and the 
opportunity it provides to sell additional, 
higher-value products and services.    

Offers competitive differentiation.  
High profile changes in the payment card industry, 
including the move to EMV standards in the US, 
have increased customer awareness of Financial 
Instant Issuance with many now expecting this 
service from their bank or credit union—just as 
they expect ATMs and online banking. Financial 
Instant Issuance communicates to consumers—
who have many choices—that a financial institution 
is committed to providing the best possible 
customer experience. 



Financial Instant Issuance 
will soon be replaced by 
mobile wallet.

MYTH #3:



TRUTH: Mobile payments may be the talk of the town, but if they take over as the 
top payment method, it won’t be any time soon. 

Adoption rates of mobile 
wallet remain low. 
Even though nearly one third of mobile phone 
owners in the U.S. have installed mobile payment 
applications, regular use is rare—with mobile 
payments constituting less than one percent of 
all in-store transactions in the U.S. 

Consumer and merchant 
behavior does not evolve 
as rapidly as technology. 
Consumers tend to transition to new payment 
methods rather slowly. It took approximately 
twenty-years for “check” cards (aka debit cards) 
to become the preferred payment vehicle over the 
paper check. Merchants can be just as hesitant. 
Recent estimates indicate that although close to 
90% of merchant terminals in the U.S. have NFC 
installed, most merchants haven’t chosen to turn 
the capability on.



Financial Instant Issuance 
risks bring unmanageable 
technological and security 
challenges to the branch.

MYTH #4:



TRUTH: Financial Instant Issuance has never been more reliable, efficient and secure than 
it is today. Financial card printing technology has undergone robust transformations since 
it arrived on the market more than 10 years ago, making it one of the most reliable systems 
operating in banks today.

Reduces IT complexity.  
Financial Instant Issuance solutions are designed 
and manufactured with the end-user experience 
in mind—built with very simple maintenance 
needs and with the awareness that there are 
not technical experts in the branch. Current 
generation card printers are designed for high-
volume, reliable day-to-day performance that 
do not require internal IT resources. 

Exceeds security requirements. 
Core banking integrations that enable Financial 
Instant Issuance are PCI compliant and protect 
customer and banking data more efficiently 
than manual entry. 



Financial Instant Issuance 
providers are the same.

MYTH #5:



TRUTH: All solution providers may start with same goal of instantly issuing a card in your 
branch, but how they do it varies significantly and that can have a substantial impact on 
your business. It’s important to select an established player backed by years of delivering 
secure, efficient card printing technology with a history of reliable, quality performance. 

HID® TRISM™ Financial Instant Issuance— 
from the card printing experts. 
HID Global is the pioneer and technical leader 
in the card printing industry, known for superior 
quality and reliability since 1994. HID Global has 
been an influential leader in Financial Instant 
Issuance since its very inception, involved in 
every aspect from reshaping the card payment 
standards with Visa®, Mastercard® and American 
Express® that paved the way for the technology’s 
entrance into the market, to providing the 

hardware used in the very first Financial Instant 
Issuance rollout to fifteen hundred branches on 
the East Coast in 2007. HID Global has maintained 
its dominant presence throughout the evolution 
of Financial Instant Issuance. In fact, when other 
providers began to offer software enabling 
Financial Instant Issuance in branches, those 
providers most often issued their cards on HID 
FARGO® card printers. 



HID® TRISM™ Financial Instant Issuance 
solution has been successfully deployed 
in more than 7,000 branches representing 
600 financial institutions across the U.S., 
making HID Global a proven leader 
in Financial Instant Issuance.

In partnering with HID Global, banks and credit unions can be certain 
they are partnering with a provider committed to keeping pace with the 
technological advances, security compliance requirements, and future 
customer expectations necessary to keep their Financial Instant Issuance 
solution productive and profitable for many years to come. 



A complete, end-to-end solution. 
With HID TRISM Financial Instant Issuance, HID Global offers the only solution that manufactures its own 
printers, authors its own software, and manufactures and designs its own Hardware Security Module 
(HSM)—which performs all the cryptographic functions required to program EMV cards. No other 
solution provider brings all three essential components of Instant Issuance to their solution.

End user ease. 
Unlike every other provider in the marketplace, HID TRISM Financial Instant Issuance brings to bear 
the 24-year history of HID FARGO® card printing leadership. No one has a better understanding of 
how people use printers. From the secure card printers to the portable tablets, TRISM Financial Instant 
Issuance components are defined by their simple-to-operate, intuitive design. No onsite technical expertise 
or training for staff is needed. The entire issuance process takes an average of 6 minutes from beginning 
to end—and includes letting customers select their own card background and PIN number. 

Timesaving interoperability.  
TRISM Financial Instant Issuance software works with the broadest number of security compliant core 
banking integrations in the industry. With these integrations, all of the customer’s information instantly 
populates when a branch Customer Service Representative types in a customer’s account number, 
speeding processing time and reducing the opportunity for errors. 

Knowledgeable customer service and sales support. 
HID Global offers a dedicated business unit completely focused on Instant Issuance; from the R&D of 
the software and the hardware, to the manufacture, delivery, sales and technical support of the product 
in your branch. 

HID® TRISM™ Financial Instant Issuance offers...



To get a personalized ROI calculation for the implementation 
of Financial Instant Issuance at your institution, contact HID by 

clicking the Request Information icon on this page.
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